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Joyfully Spreading the Word - Kathleen Nielson 2018-09-20
You can be a part of the spread of the gospel in the world. Here are
theological reflections and real stories from women from across the
world who are eagerly sharing the good news of Jesus wherever God has
placed them—showing us just how possible it is to follow Jesus’s call to
evangelism in our ordinary, everyday lives.
Larry Moyer's How-to Book on Personal Evangelism - R. Larry
Moyer 1998
Drawing upon over twenty-five years of experience in evangelism, Larry
Moyer introduces readers to ways in which they can share the Gospel
with others clearly and confidently.
Share Jesus Fearlessly - Donnie Anthony 2018-02-13
Donnie has been able to capture his passion on the pages of Share Jesus
Fearlessly, which inspires each believer to join in the Apostles’ early
witness that “we cannot stop speaking what we have seen and heard.”
Dr. Rodney Woo, Pastor, International Baptist Church, Singapore I have
known Donnie for many years and have seen first hand God’s favor upon
his life and ministry. It is with joy that I ask you to prayerfully consider
this as a tool to help you engage your sphere of influence with the
gospel. Dr. Nathan Lorick, Executive Director, Colorado Baptist General
Convention. Former Director of Evangelism, Southern Baptists of Texas
Convention You love Christ, and you love people. But do you know where
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to start in sharing Jesus with them? Would you like to have the
confidence to engage people in life changing conversations? In Share
Jesus Fearlessly, author Donnie Anthony offers a practical guide that will
instill in you the power, love, and soundness of mind to energize you in
any witnessing opportunity. You will be inspired by Donnie’s personal
examples and will discover a simple tool you can master easily. Prepare
your heart for an evangelism adventure that will enable you to fulfill the
purpose for which you were created. You will never look at sharing the
gospel the same way again.
Crazy Love - Francis Chan 2013-04-01
Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful
love. Have you ever wondered if we're missing it? It's crazy, if you think
about it. The God of the universe—the Creator of nitrogen and pine
needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves us with a radical, unconditional,
self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical response? We go to church,
sing songs, and try not to cuss. Whether you've verbalized it yet or not,
we all know something's wrong. Does something deep inside your heart
long to break free from the status quo? Are you hungry for an authentic
faith that addresses the problems of our world with tangible, even
radical, solutions? God is calling you to a passionate love relationship
with Himself. Because the answer to religious complacency isn't working
harder at a list of do's and don'ts—it's falling in love with God. And once
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you encounter His love, as Francis describes it, you will never be the
same. Because when you're wildly in love with someone, it changes
everything. Learn more about Crazy Love at www.crazylovebook.com.
Reaching the Lost - Bobby Jamieson 2012-04-30
The Bible calls all Christians to share the good news about Jesus’s death
and resurrection with those who don’t believe in Christ, yet this task can
often seem daunting. This study helps participants have the right
perspectives on evangelism and shows them how to go about sharing the
good news with others. A series of ten 6–7 week studies covering the
nine distinctives of a healthy church as originally laid out in Nine Marks
of a Healthy Church by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical
foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians to live out
those realities as members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and
accessibly written, the format of this series is guided, inductive
discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school,
church-wide studies, or small group contexts.
Life Together - Dietrich Bonhoeffer 1978-10-25
After his martyrdom at the hands of the Gestapo in 1945, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer continued his witness in the hearts of Christians around the
world. His Letters and Papers from Prison became a prized testimony to
Christian faith and courage, read by thousands. Now in Life Together we
have Pastor Bonhoeffer's experience of Christian community. This story
of a unique fellowship in an underground seminary during the Nazi years
reads like one of Paul's letters. It gives practical advice on how life
together in Christ can be sustained in families and groups. The role of
personal prayer, worship in common, everyday work, and Christian
service is treated in simple, almost biblical, words. Life Together is bread
for all who are hungry for the real life of Christian fellowship.
Dividing Sword - Katrina D. Hamel 2019-03-25
In a time when Rome rules the world and the people are crying out for a
savior, a revolutionary rabbi walks the land, dividing families and faith. A
Pharisee disciple will do whatever it takes to secure his future, even
betray those he loves. A young woman longs for peace and safety, but
her heart pulls her far from home. What are they willing to give up for
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their faith? From the temperamental Sea of Galilee to the tinder-box that
is Jerusalem, this journey through Matthew's gospel will sweep you into
the first-century world. Witness the epic events of the gospel with all its
wonder and conflict. See Jesus through the eyes of a woman and a
Pharisee. Beth believes Jesus offers healing and hope, but his plan for
her husband rises like the waves of the sea to wash away her dreams for
the future. Afraid of being left behind, she chases after her husband
Peter, but in traveling with Jesus she finds more questions than answers.
As her husband pursues the Nazarene with his whole heart and her
cousin's bitterness towards Jesus grows, she wonders, what place can a
woman have in the coming kingdom? Reuben believes the way to a
restored Israel is through careful obedience to law and tradition, and
Jesus of Nazareth is challenging tradition at every turn. Under the
watchful eye of his secretive rabbi, Reuben hopes he can rise above
obscurity and take his place as a leader among men, but a disastrous
confrontation with the Nazarene threatens to destroy his budding career.
When his dreams collide with the people he loves, is he willing to do
what it takes? "Powerful, imaginative, stirring! Get ready for a unique,
substantive, and emotional journey down a stream that flows cleverly
from, around, and through the Gospel of Matthew" -Gary D. Collier
(Ph.D.), Director of the Institute for the Art of Biblical Conversation "This
well-written book provides insight and reading pleasure. Even though we
know the story, each chapter brings a new surprise. Hamel takes the
abbreviated account in the Gospel and expands it using the knowledge
we have about ancient Palestinian culture." -Rev. Richard Davies (Ph.D.),
Dean Emeritus, Martin University
Pursuing Intimacy With God - Kevin Bart 2018-11-27
New Expanded Edition - 40% more material. Pursuing Intimacy With God
Bible study books & site to help you grow closer to God and enjoy
intimacy with God. Our site includes many Bible studies for life and a
large variety of Bible study topics. The Bible study book includes Bible
study topics on Intimacy With God, Walking With God, How to Pray to
God, Prayer in the Bible, How to Study the Bible, How to Seek God With
All Your Heart, How to Hear God’s Voice, Meditate on God’s Word, True
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Worship in the Bible, Praise As A Spiritual Weapon, Praise Is Placing A
High Value on God, How to Have Abundant Life, God’s Calling For Your
Life, God’s Promises in the Bible, Faith Is Vital For Intimacy With God,
Waiting on God, God’s Purpose & Mission For His Church, Revival &
Spiritual Awakening, The Kind of Christian & Church God Wants… The
PIWG Bible Study Book is ideal for individuals, or for small groups,
Sunday School classes, and discipleship classes at your church Pursuing
Intimacy With God website: www.intimacywithgod.com God has used the
PIWG I & II studies to bless many people: "Words to appreciate I just
can't find but please accept my gratitude. The study has really
transformed my life and family." - Samuel "The time and effort you sow
into reaching thousands upon thousands of people globally has and
continues to touch lives and edify the body of Christ. I am thankful to
God and to your ministry for your work." - Carlos, South Africa "We want
you to know how much this guide has been a blessing to us. We have
been using it on a regular basis and I'm sure it will always be a resource
in our permanent library. Keep doing what you are doing. This has really
changed our lives."- Carrie, US "What an awesome thing that your
ministry is sharing with the world. God's word is user friendly, spoken as
Jesus did where all can understand and want to learn more of Jesus,
study more and do his will. I have never found such detailed shared
information of God's word all in one book." - Ruby, US "Thank you so
much for your website. I've benefited so much from it and it has helped
me so much in my relationship with Jesus! I believe its the no1 thing I
need to pursue." - Zsuzsi, Hungary "Your website, what I've read so far is
an overwhelming refreshing shower to my spirit. To discover a ministry
that focuses on loving God is so utterly a confirmation to me. What could
be more important? Fathomless depths. Thank you for your precious
hearts." - Julia, US "Just wanted to say thanks for this site. I typed in the
search because this is what God has been doing in my life. Drawing me
into intimacy." - Stephen, Australia "The material on your website is
awesome. Glory to God !" - Ray, US "I am in awe of the study book. I did
not expect to receive so much information. Thank you." - Olivia US "I
have been blessed by your site & studies." - Dorota, Poland "The study
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was excellent ! I could understand it. It was done beautifully and
simply... God has changed our lives through this study. We are both
working for a soft and humble heart." - Nancy, US "Once again I cant
thank you enough; your help is much appreciated and I am so grateful
towards you for this." - John, Ireland "I will certainly join in praying for
this study and for you as you continue to work with it as the Lord directs.
Those weeks of study were so very meaningful to me! - Reid, US "Hi,
Thank you for publishing this great material." - Johan, South Africa
"Praise the Lord. Please I request a copy of your wondrous book." Meshak, Uganda
Abba’s Girl - Vivian Monroe 2019-04-27
Abba’s Girl is intended to be an uplifting book to bring encouragement to
all of God’s daughters and to those who have yet to realize just how
much the Father loves them and wants to be their Abba (Daddy God).
Forensic Faith - J. Warner Wallace 2017-05-01
A cold-case homicide detective helps Christians understand why it’s
important to develop a “forensic faith” and provides a unique template to
help them become effective “Christian Case Makers.” Forensic Faith will
help readers: understand why they have a duty to defend the truth
develop a training strategy to master the evidence for Christianity learn
how to employ the techniques of a detective to discover new insights
from God’s Word become better communicators by learning the skills of
professional case makers With real-life detective stories, fascinating
strategies, and biblical insights, Wallace teaches readers cold-case
investigative disciplines they can apply to their Christian faith. Forensic
Faith is an engaging, fresh look at what it means to be a Christian.
Show Me How to Share the Gospel - R. Larry Moyer 2009-11
Drawing upon over thirty-five years of experience in evangelism, Larry
moyer introduces readers to the exciting reality that belieevers can lean
how to share the Gospel with others--clearly and confidently. If someone
introduced you to the most rewarding thing in life, would you take it? of
course! and that's just what we have to offer to others. introducing Jesus
Christ to someone is not only the most important thing you could do for
them, but also the most personally rewarding thing you could do fo
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yourself. Even if you think evangelism isn't for you, this step-by-step
resource shows you how to start and nurture an evangelistic life-style.
The Gospel Story - B&H Kids Editorial Staff 2015-06-01
Make the Gospel story come alive! Give readers the big picture of God’s
story with this innovative, interactive booklet that’s perfect for outreach.
The 32-page book takes more than 30 carefully chosen stories from The
Big Picture Interactive Bible Storybook and combines them to tell the
Gospel story simply and clearly. The “Christ Connection” feature reveals
how Jesus is a part of each Bible story, and the "God's Plan for Me"
feature leads the reader to the plan of salvation which is included in the
end of the book. What better way to experience the most exciting story
ever told?
The One Year Pray for the Persecuted Bible NLT (Softcover) Tyndale 2021-11
With The One Year Pray for the Persecuted Bible, you will read through
the whole Bible in one year as you also pray daily for believers around
the world who are suffering because of their faith. This Bible provides
the structure to help you read God's life-changing Word in the trusted
New Living Translation in just 15 minutes a day. It includes daily prayer
prompts to help you intercede for people who are persecuted because of
their faith in Jesus Christ and full-color designed pages that feature the
stories of six persecuted Christians who boldly witness for Christ amid
great risk and adversity. A full-color fold-out map highlights the
restricted nations and hostile areas where The Voice of the Martyrs
(VOM) serves persecuted Christians and includes short summaries of
each month's prayer theme as well as photos from VOM's work around
the world. These insert pages will inspire you to a deeper commitment to
Christ and help draw you into fellowship with persecuted believers. The
One Year Pray for the Persecuted Bible will help you apply the principles
of God's unchanging Word to effective prayer.
Show Me How to Share the Gospel - R. Larry Moyer 2019

seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has
been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
Show Me How to Share Christ in the Workplace - R. Larry Moyer 2012
Whether they know it or not, every Christian is in full-time ministry at
home, at school, at recreation, and at work. Colossians 4:5-6 says "Walk
in wisdom toward those who are outside, redeeming the time, Let your
speech always be with grace, seasoned with salt, that you may know how
you ought to answer each one" (NKJV). Continuing his popular Show Me
How series, expert evangelist R. Larry Moyer has written a practical
guide for sharing Christ in the workplace. Step by step, Moyer shows
what it really means to pray, live, and speak as God directs. He then
outlines how to apply each at work and shows how to take advantage of
public speaking opportunities that Christians may not even know are
available to them. Whether they are turning workplace conversations to
spiritual matters, answering questions of unbelieving co-workers, or just
performing their jobs as a representative of Christ, readers will be
encouraged and equipped to present the gospel with clarity and
simplicity. Written to encourage those in the workplace to see their jobs
as their calling, How to Share Christ in the Workplace offers practical
help and inspiration to influence non-Christians for Christ.
Radical - David Platt 2010-05-04
New York Times bestseller What is Jesus worth to you? It's easy for
American Christians to forget how Jesus said his followers would actually
live, what their new lifestyle would actually look like. They would, he
said, leave behind security, money, convenience, even family for him.
They would abandon everything for the gospel. They would take up their
crosses daily... But who do you know who lives like that? Do you? In
Radical, David Platt challenges you to consider with an open heart how
we have manipulated the gospel to fit our cultural preferences. He shows
what Jesus actually said about being his disciple--then invites you to
believe and obey what you have heard. And he tells the dramatic story of
what is happening as a "successful" suburban church decides to get
serious about the gospel according to Jesus. Finally, he urges you to join
in The Radical Experiment -- a one-year journey in authentic discipleship

Desiring God - John Piper 1996
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who
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that will transform how you live in a world that desperately needs the
Good News Jesus came to bring.
Share Jesus Without Fear - Linda Evans Shepherd 1999
Effective instructions on how to share the love of Christ with anyone are
offered in this guide. Reissue. 30,000 first printing.
The Gospel at Work - Sebastian Traeger 2014-01-28
Find God’s vision for your job. Reclaim God’s vision for your life. Many
Christians fall victim to one of two main problems when it comes to work:
either they are idle in their work, or they have made an idol of it. Both of
these mindsets are deadly misunderstandings of how God intends for us
to think about our employment. In The Gospel at Work, Sebastian
Traeger and Greg Gilbert unpack the powerful ways in which the gospel
can transform how we do what we do, releasing us from the cultural
pressures of both an all-consuming devotion and a punch-in, punch-out
mentality—in order to find the freedom of a work ethic rooted in serving
Christ. You’ll find answers to some of the tough questions that Christians
in the workplace often ask: What factors should matter most in choosing
a job? What gospel principles should shape my thinking about how to
treat my boss, my co-workers, and my employees? Is full-time Christian
work more valuable than my job? Is it okay to be motivated by money?
How do you prioritize—or balance—work, family and church
responsibilities? Solidly grounded in the gospel, The Gospel at Work
confronts both our idleness at work and our idolatry of work with a
challenge of its own—to remember that whom we work for is infinitely
more important than what we do.
Gospel Principles - The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints 1981
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written
both as a personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study
it, seeking the Spirit of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding
and testimony of God the Father, Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the
Restoration of the gospel. You can find answers to life’s questions, gain
an assurance of your purpose and self-worth, and face personal and
family challenges with faith.
Show Them Jesus - Jack Klumpenhower 2014-04-28
show-me-how-to-share-the-gospel

In this transformative resource for youth workers, children’s ministry
teachers, parents, and VBS volunteers, Jack Klumpenhower teaches how
to discover the gospel connections in every Bible story. Show Them Jesus
is an instruction manual for teachers of kids and teens written by a lay
Bible teacher with thirty years of experience. With a simple framework
and real-life examples, Jack helps teachers identify and communicate the
heart of the gospel to each child in each lesson. Show Them Jesus
challenges the culture of low-stakes, low-expectations teaching and
invites teachers to do nothing less than teach and treasure the good
news of Jesus—in every lesson. Instead of leaving kids with lessons about
changing their behavior, Show Them Jesus offers a new way by sweetly,
masterfully, and powerfully showing kids how the gospel really applies to
their lives and changes them for eternity. In sharing example after
example from his years of experience, Jack provides readers with a more
enriched view of Jesus and how to teach this gospel perspective in a
classroom setting. This life-changing tool will complement and enrich
existing lessons or teaching materials, and it’s appropriate for teachers
of children and teens in any setting. Millions of church kids are growing
up and deciding to leave the church. If we are not primarily teaching our
kids about God’s love for us in Christ, we may miss our opportunity to
capture their hearts. Don’t miss your opportunity to show them Jesus.
Coronavirus and Christ - John Piper 2020-04-08
“This is a time when the fragile form of this world is felt. The seemingly
solid foundations are shaking. The question we should be asking is, Do
we have a Rock under our feet? A Rock that cannot be shaken—ever?”
—John Piper On January 11, 2020, a novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
reportedly claimed its first victim in the Hubei province of China. By
March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization had declared a global
pandemic. In the midst of this fear and uncertainty, it is natural to
wonder what God is doing. In Coronavirus and Christ, John Piper invites
readers around the world to stand on the solid Rock, who is Jesus Christ,
in whom our souls can be sustained by the sovereign God who ordains,
governs, and reigns over all things to accomplish his wise and good
purposes for those who trust in him. What is God doing through the
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coronavirus? Piper offers six biblical answers to that question, showing
us that God is at work in this moment in history.
The Joy of the Gospel - Pope Francis 2014-10-07
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover
edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an
afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of the gospel fills the hearts and
lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage
the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization
marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope
Francis's popular message of hope explores themes that are important
for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith
and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the
importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating for “the
homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who
are increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how
to respond to poverty and current economic challenges that affect us
locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the
traces of God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its insight,
yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to
action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience
heaven on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert Barron, author of
Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ,
author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
Bringing the Gospel Home - Randy Newman 2011-04-07
Sharing the gospel with a family member can be an exciting
experience—and often a long, painful, and confrontational one. Randy
Newman recognizes it can be more difficult and frustrating to witness to
a family member than to nearly anyone else. In Bringing the Gospel
Home, he delivers practical, holistic strategies to help average Christians
engage family members and others on topics of faith. A messianic Jew
who has led several family members to Christ, Newman urges Christians
to look to the Bible before they evangelize. He writes, “a richer
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understanding of biblical truth, I have found, can provide a firmer
foundation for bold witness and clear communication.” After a brief
introduction on the nature of family, he delves into discussions of grace,
truth, love, humility, and time. He also addresses issues related to
eternity and end-of-life conversations. Bringing the Gospel Home will
help any Christian as he seeks to guide loved ones into God’s family.
One-Verse Evangelism - Randy Raysbrook 1996
How to Share Your Faith - Greg Laurie 1999
One of America's premier evangelists provides a practical, step-by-step
guide to help Christians share Christ with their friends and neighbors.
The Gospel According to Matthew - 1999
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated
between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class
literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the
language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Set-Apart Motherhood - Leslie Ludy 2014-06-20
Being a mother is tough, and sometimes life can be hectic and
disorganized. The truth is, moms don’t have to accept the chaos or resign
themselves to the attitude of “this is just the way it is.” By God’s grace,
every mother can purpose not to settle for anything less than His pattern
for motherhood, and His pattern is victorious, triumphant, and glorious.
Now, women who first met Leslie Ludy in When God Writes Your Love
Story and Authentic Beauty can continue journeying with her through
the realities of motherhood. Leslie will encourage, inspire, and equip
moms to be successful in raising their kids, managing their homes, and
keeping Christ at the center of their mothering. Written from the
perspective of a mom who is currently “in the trenches” with several
young children at home, Leslie will help guide readers to become
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mothers who are set apart for God’s purposes.
This Changes Everything - Jaquelle Crowe 2017-03-16
My name is Jaquelle, and I'm a teenager. I like football movies, sushi, and
dark chocolate. But the biggest, most crucial, most significant thing
about me is that my life’s task is to follow Jesus. He is the One who
changed my life. That’s what this book is about. It’s for teenagers eager
to reject the status quo and low standards our culture sets for us. It’s for
those of us who don’t want to spend the adolescent years slacking off,
but rather standing out and digging deep into what Jesus says about
following him. This book will help you see how the truth about God
changes everything—our relationships, our time, our sin, our habits, and
more—freeing us to live joyful, obedient, and Christ-exalting lives, even
while we’re young.
Introduction to Global Missions - Zane Pratt 2014-07
Comprehensive treatment of the biblical foundation and unique purpose
of global missions.
She Reads Truth - Raechel Myers 2016-10-04
She wants faith, hope, and love. She wants help and healing. She wants
to hear and be heard, to see and be seen. She wants things set right. She
wants to know what is true—not partly true, or sometimes true, or almost
true. She wants to see Truth itself, face-to-face. But here, now, these
things are all cloudy. Hope is tinged with hurt. Faith is shaded by doubt.
Lesser, broken things masquerade as love. How does she find something
permanent when the world around her is always changing, when not
even she can stay the same? And if she finds it, how does she hold on?
She Reads Truth tells the stories of two women who discovered, through
very different lives and circumstances, that only God and His Word
remain unchanged as the world around them shifted and slipped away.
Infused with biblical application and Scripture, this book is not just about
two characters in two stories, but about one Hero and one Story. Every
image points to the bigger picture—that God and His Word are true. Not
because of anything we do, but because of who He is. Not once, not
occasionally, but right now and all the time. Sometimes it takes
everything moving to notice the thing that doesn’t move. Sometimes it
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takes telling two very different stories to notice how the Truth was
exactly the same in both of them. For anyone searching for a solid
foundation to cling to, She Reads Truth is a rich and honest Bible-filled
journey to finally find permanent in a world that’s passing away.
Workplace Grace - William Peel 2010-05-26
How to take evangelism out of the religious box and weave it into your
life at work In every part of the world, people are looking for spiritual
answers and resources as never before. But you don't need to travel to
some exotic foreign mission field to find hungry hearts. You spend hours
every day in the most strategic place of impact in the world---your
workplace. This Workplace Grace Ebook, formerly titled Going Public
with Your Faith---winner of the EPCA Silver Medallion and Christianity
Today Book Awards, offers a proven model for evangelism that respects
the unique relationships you have with your coworkers, clients, or
customers. It shows how you can be authentic instead of artificial when
sharing what you believe, build trust with even the most skeptical
person, and cultivate caring connections with those who have not yet
come to a saving faith in Christ.
Converge Bible Studies: Sharing the Gospel - Curtis Zackery 2013-06-17
Evangelism has become a virtual four-letter word in some circles.
Sharing one’s faith can be intimidating; and Christians through the ages
have disagreed on what evangelism means. But at its most basic level,
it’s simply sharing the good news that the Son of God became human and
died for the sins of humanity. Join popular speaker Curtis Zackery as he
uses Scripture to explore the questions of evangelism. Sharing the
Gospel will help you discover how to share your faith in a way that works
for you. Converge Bible Studies is a series of topical Bible studies based
on the Common English Bible. Each title in the series consists of four
studies on a common topic or theme. Converge can be used by small
groups, classes, or individuals. Primary Scripture passages are included
for ease of study, as are questions designed to encourage both personal
reflection and group conversation. The topics and Scriptures in Converge
come together to transform readers’ relationships with others,
themselves, and God.
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Core Christianity - Michael Horton 2016-04-05
What beliefs are core to the Christian faith? This book is here to help you
understand the reason for your hope as a Christian so that you can see it
with fresh sight and invite others into the conversation. A lot of
Christians take their story—the narratives that give rise to their
beliefs—for granted. They pray, go to church, perhaps even read their
Bible. But they might be stuck if a stranger asked them to explain what
they believe and why they believe it. Author, pastor, and theologian Mike
Horton unpacks the essential and basic beliefs that all Christians share
in a way that is easy to understand and applicable to our lives today. And
in a way that will make you excited to be a Christian! Core Christianity
covers topics like: Jesus as both fully God and fully man. The doctrine of
the Trinity. The goodness of God despite a broken world. The ways God
speaks. The meaning of salvation. What is the Christian calling? Includes
discussion questions for individual or group use. This introduction to the
basic doctrines of Christianity is perfect for those who are new to the
faith, as well as those who have an interest in deepening their
understanding of what it means to be a follower of Jesus Christ.
The Way Of The Master - Ray Comfort 2006-04-12
Jesus was not afraid to shake people up. He spoke openly of their sinful
nature and the righteousness of God. He forced people to confront their
sin head-on, and He brought them face-to-face with their need for
salvation because He loved them. Who do you know who isn't saved? If
they died tonight, where would they spend eternity? Do you care? If so,
what are you doing to help them? The Way of the Master will put a great
tool into your hand and will teach you how to share the message of the
gospel simply, biblically, and without fear the way Jesus did! You will
become equipped to confidently lead anyone friend, family member,
coworker, neighbor, or stranger on the street to a clear understanding of
repentance and what it means to be a true and active follower of Jesus
Christ.
Touching the Footprints of Jesus - Dr. Terry W. Dorsett 2012-06-19
Devotional guide based on a trip my wife and I went on to the Holy Land
with a group of pastors from New England. It was an amazing week as
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we visited the places we had learned about in seminary and preached to
others about for years. Walking where Jesus walked was intensely
spiritual and humbling. Throughout the trip I made notes of what the
Spirit was speaking to me. Though my notes were originally only for my
own spiritual edification, a few months after the trip I realized that
others might be as blessed by the experience as I was. This devotional
guide grew out of those notes, and is a picture into my soul of what the
Lord taught me as a result of the trip. It is my prayer that through taking
this spiritual journey with me, we will all touch the footprints of Jesus,
and in so doing, be spiritually refreshed and renewed.
Steps To Peace With God 25 Pack: Spanish Cross = Steps to Peace with
God - Billy Graham 2015-10-01
Spanish Steps to Peace With God are printed in full color and come in
packages of 25 tracts. A classic from the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association; many people put the Steps to Peace With God booklet in
every Christmas card they send to their non-Christian friends and loved
ones. Others carry copies year-round to give away or leave in public
places. This powerful Gospel presentationa proven soul winneris a clear
and compelling way to share the lifesaving message of God's grace.
Women Living Well - Courtney Joseph 2013-10-08
Women desire to live well. However, living well in this modern world is a
challenge. The pace of life, along with the new front porch of social
media, has changed the landscape of our lives. Women have been told for
far too long that being on the go and accumulating more things will make
their lives full. As a result, we grasp for the wrong things in life and come
up empty. God created us to walk with him; to know him and to be loved
by him. He is our living well and when we drink from the water he
continually provides, it will change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and
our homemaking will be transformed. Mommy-blogger Courtney Joseph
is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding onto vintage
values in a modern world, starting with the keys to protecting our walk
with God. No subject is off-limits as she moves on to marriage, parenting,
and household management. Rooted in the Bible, her practical approach
includes tons of tips that are perfect for busy moms, including: Simple
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Solutions for Studying God’s Word How to Handle Marriage, Parenting,
and Homemaking in a Digital Age 10 Steps to Completing Your Husband
Dealing With Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood Creating
Routines that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and Diligence of the
Proverbs 31 Woman There is nothing more important than fostering your
faith, building your marriage, training your children, and creating a
haven for your family. Women Living Well is a clear and personal guide
to making the most of these precious responsibilities.
The Gospel According to Mark - 1999-01-01
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The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic
figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with
his devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables
are obscure, to be explained secretly to his followers. With an
introduction by Nick Cave
Becoming a Contagious Christian - Bill Hybels 1994
This book offers a practical plan of action for touching the lives of friends
and family members through evangelism.
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